STATEWIDE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONAL PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION (CCPOA)
AND
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND
REHABILITATION (CDCR), SIERRA CONSERVATION CENTER (SCC),
REGARDING THE CONVERSION OF FACILITY C SENSITIVE NEEDS
YARD TO NON-DESIGNATED PROGRAMMING FACILITY
(CDCR LOG #21-020-0/CCPOA NG #54566)

This Agreement represents the full and complete understanding reached by and between the parties at the conclusion of the Meet and Confer negotiations on April 27, 2021, regarding the conversion of the Facility C Sensitive Needs Yard to Non-Designated Programming Facility at Sierra Conservation Center. This Agreement becomes an addendum to the current State Bargaining Unit 6 (BU6) Memorandum of Understanding, Article 27, Section 27.01, which expires on July 2, 2022.

- The State (SCC) and CCPOA agree to reopen this Meet and Confer table, upon the request of either party, to address any unforeseen BU6 impact issues that cannot first be resolved locally, within ninety (90) days of the return to normal program at SCC Facility C, Buildings 1, 3, 4 and 5 following COVID-19 related restriction relevant to inmate isolation and/or quarantine housing.

- Upon request, from the SCC’s Chapter President or designee, the State (SCC) agrees to provide information relative to the number of incoming transfers related to the SNY to NDPF conversion of Facility C, Buildings 1, 3, 4 and 5 for up to ninety (90) days after the return to normal program at SCC.
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Please Attach Agreement and notice, and remember to inform the union that all agreements go through the JLBC review.

JLBC Worksheet
CalHR # 3423 [CDCR Log #21-020-0]

From: Daphni Ames

Date Agreement Reached: 4/27/2021

Date Submitted to CalHR: 5/3/2021

Bargaining Unit: CCPOA BU6

Topic: Sierra Conservation Center’s conversion of Facility C Sensitive Needs Yard to Non-Designated Programming Facility Yard

Section of Contract Being Modified: Section 27.01, Entire Agreement

Summary of Problem/Issue Agreement is Addressing:

- **General Policy Overview:** Conversion of Facility SNY yard to NDPF yard at Sierra Conservation Center.

- **Specific Addenda Provisions (what do they do?):**
  NDPF expansion is part of CDCR’s commitment to expand incentives to positive programming inmates in coordination with rehabilitation efforts focused on preparing individuals for great personal success and societal integration.

Costs specific to addenda provisions: Are there costs, if the answer is yes, answer the bullets below and provide costing): No.

- Are costs absorbable within current budget authority? (If no): N/A

- Do costs need to be budgeted for in the current or budget year? N/A

Result of Legislation, settlement agreement, or court case? No.

Result of a Layoff? No

Is this a Permanent Modification: No If no, what is the expiration date? 07/02/2022

Any other information significant to this agreement?:

Notes:

CalHR LRO Approval: Approved SAGL
05/26/21